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FUNDAMENTAL MATRICES OF THE

VARIATIONAL SYSTEMS FOR THE NONLINEAR

SYSTEMS WITH A SMALL PARAMETER

Nam Jip Koo and Hyun Sook Ryu

ABSTRACT. We show that 응으(t, r, 7, A, e) is a fundamental matrix of 

the variational system y = fx(t, t, 7, A, e), A, e)y corresponding to 

the solution x(t, r, 7, A, s) of d: = /(/, 鉛, A, €).

1. Introduction
Basti [1] investigated the asymptotic equivalence (for the defini

tion, see [1]) between two nonlinear parametric systems with a small 

parameter

(1) i = j

and

(2) y = f(t, y, 꼬(f, 0,0 + g(t, y,

Here f and the Jacobian matrices /} = 으스/人 = 읗{ are continuous 

for (/, A, e) in R+ x Rn x Sc x (0, 匕1] into Rn, Sc is the closed ball 

of radius c in Rm, m and n are positive integers, R+ = [0,00), ?/>(/, e) 

is a continuously differentiable function with respect to t for (t,e) E 

R十 x (0, Ci] into Sc and(7 is a continuous Rn-valued function defined on
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R+ x Rn X (0, 句 ]. Furthermore, Voskresenskii [3] studied the asymtotic 

equivalence between two systems

(3) i =/(t, ⑦, A*(6), 引

and

(4)

where

A*(6)= lim ＜〉(sk, 甘)
人—oo

for some sequence(8人) with 昌人 — ooasfe — oo.

To obtain their results they needed the fundamental matrices

(5)
Qx dx
〒(하리수우) an(l —(i,r,7, A,s)
0斗 UA

which satisfy the variational systems 

(6)

and

(7) y = /x(i,:r(Z,T,7, A,6), A,e)y 十/A(Z, :r(i, r, 7, A,e), A,e) 

respectively, where ⑦(t, r, 7, A, s) is the solution of (1) satisfying 

⑦(r) = 7 for every r E R+,7 G Rn, A G Sc and e G (0,6i].

The fundamental matrices (5) have the property that

r, A,e) = I (identity matrix) 
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and

헤 (…,7, A, 0 = 0.

Moreover

Qx dx
(8) —(Z,r,7, A,e) = -- 方—(f,r,7, A,e)/(r,7, A,e)

UT (>7

for every (r, 7, A,6)G R十 x Rn x Sc x (0,6i].

In this note we show that 으：(/, t, 7, A, e) is a fundamental matrix of 

the variational system (6) corresponding to the solution r, 7, A, e) 

and derive the formula (8). Thus this note is a supplement of [1].

The symbol |.| will be need to denote any convenient vector norm 

in R".

2. Main Results
The following is the generalization of the well-known Gronwall’s 

inequality.

LEMMA 1. Let m, n, u be real continuous functions defined on [a, b\ 

with u(t) > 0. If

m(t) < n(Z) 十 / ti(<s)m(<s)cLs
— Ja

on [a, 6], then

m(t) < n(t) + y 에)rz(«s)exp[셔 u(r)dr]ds

on [a, 6]. Moreover, if n is constant, then

m(t) < nexp[ / u(r)dr]

J a

whenever
m(Z)드 n+『 u(s)m(s)ds.
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I LfO, ⑦(臥 r, /z, A, 으), A, e) — f(s, x(s, t, 7, A, e), A, e)\ds

Zc(<s)|x(<s,r,/』, A,e) — :r(«s,r, 7, A,s)|cLs.

LEMMA 2. Suppose that /(t, A, e) is a Lipschitz function with 

respect to x with a Lipschitz constant k(t). Then we have

(9) |政, r, /i, A, e) — r, 7, A, s)| 으 |/』一 씨 exp[ J k(s)ds].

Proof.

k(A 丁, 凶 A, e) — r, 7, A, 6)|

玄仏一 씨 +

으仏一 끼 +

Thus the inequality follows from Lemma 1.

THEOREM 3. If /(/,:r, A, e) is differentiable in a domain D C x 

Rn x Sc x (0,Ci] for t G R+, then :r(<,r,7, A,e) is differentiable with 

respect to 7 and 으;(', r, 7, A, e) is a fundamental matrix of (6).

PROOF. Let /』be such that x(t, t, 사, A, e) is in the domain of defini

tion and ①(Z, r, A, e) be a fundamental matrix of (6) with ①(r, r, A, e) = 

I. Then 到Z,r, A,5)(;z — 7) becomes a solution of (6) which for t = r 

coincides with [丄 — 7. We show that

(10) I⑦(i,r,서, A,s) —：r(Z,T,7,；\,匕)一①(Z,t,A,6)(사一7)| =o(|/z —7|).

께, r, 아, A, s) — x(t, r, 7, A, e) — ①(t, r, A, 日⑦ 一 7)

= 리 f(s, z(s, T, 卜, X, £), A, £)ds — 7 — y" f(s,。心, r, 7, A, e), A, e)ds

, 父0, T, 7, A, s), A, T, A, W — 7)(衣
—(—7)- L 스
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T, 사, A, e), A, 5) —/0, T, 7, A, £), A, s)]

df 1
— 조（臥이A’r’針’수오）’人6）①（3’r’서우）（서 —引） （ds

= I AGs, ⑦(匕, 丁,7, A,0, A’OkGs/r, 사, 入, 匕) 一 刀0, 7",7, A，0

— ① 0,t,A,£)0 — 7)] 心s + I <시⑦(臥 7“, 서, A, 0 — 이>, T, 7, A, 6)|)cAs 

by the differentiability of /(t, a?, A, 5)in a domain D. By Lemma 2, 

we have

써(3, 7•，시, A,€)— ⑦(<s,t, 7, A,5)| = o(|사 一 시) for fixed t

Therefore

I⑦(i, r, 사, A, e) — r, 7, A, e) — ①(Z, t, A,€)|(/z — 7)l

< j A(>)|⑦0，T, 사, A,e) — ⑦(3,T,7, A,6)— ①0，r, A,s)O — 7)|ds 

十以仏一시).

Now, in view of Lemma 1, we have

|:r(i,T, 사, A,e) — ⑦(Z,t,7,A,s) — 到Z,r, A,s)(/』一 夕)|

☆(I/』一?|) + J》(<s)" — 7|)exp[서 k(u)du]ds.

Hence (10) holds. This completes the proof.

THEOREM 4. The formula (8) holds, i.e.,

自 q* 百 T
—(Z,t,7,A,s) = —方一(Z,t,7,；\,s)/(t,7,A,£).
UT (77
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PROOF. We define

£h(』) = 너[⑦(Z,r + h,7,A,s) — :r(i,r,7, A,e)]. 

/2

Note that

⑦(i,r + 左, 7, A,6)= x(t,T,x(r,r + h,7, A,s), A,e)

and

r + A, 7, A, 5) — x(ry r, 7, A, e) = 7 as h -今 0.

Then

<7：心
h£h(t) = [헤, 7,A,s) 十 o(l)][:r(r,T + A,7, A,6)— 7] as A —> 0.

By the mean value theorem, there exist 6 = dkjc = with

0 < d < 1 such that

w(r,r + 九,7,A,e) — w(t,t,7,A,£)

= — hfk(T 十 아l,X(T + 아l,T + /z,7, A,£), A,e).

For each fc, we have

fk(T+Oh,x(r+0h,T+h,y,X,e),X,e) = /a(t,7, A,s)+o(l) as A —•> 0.

Hence

Qx
針i(t) = [―7厂(亡厂,7, A,6)+o(l)]/(r,7,；\,£)+o(l).

It follows that

으으(t,r,7,A,0 = lim xh(t) = — 으으(t,r,7, A,6)/(t,7,A,<).

OT h—>0 U'y
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